
Mona Vale, 210/102 Darley Street West
Exclusive Luxury Apartment - Uninterrupted Golf
Course Vistas

Auction Location: On Site.

This exquisite apartment offers a high standard of apartment living, with the
space and feel of a home, its expansive and generously proportioned living
spaces seamlessly integrate to the outdoors and offer delightful views across
exclusive Bayview Golf Course and beyond. This impressive residence affords
optimal comfort and an architectural design inspiring a luxurious lifestyle of
peace and privacy... welcome to 'The Masters'.

* 266sqm on title with a floorplan well designed to cleverly separate the living
and entertaining spaces from the bedrooms. Enjoy high ceilings and light neutral
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interiors to capture light and maximise on space
* Sweeping and expansive living and dining filled with plenty of natural light
effortlessly connecting to the outdoors via over sized glass doors, opening to a
deep alfresco entertaining space, integrated BBQ and wet bar. Level and easy
maintenance lawn with direct access to fairway. Steel privacy shutters able to
be completely secured for the ultimate lock up and leave lifestyle
* Pristine and contemporary kitchen with Caesarstone benchtops, an array of
Miele appliances and integrated wine fridge
* Three spacious bedrooms, two equipped with built in robes. Master suite
affords a large walk in robe and gorgeous ensuite with separate bath and
shower and luxurious floor to ceiling travertine
* A spacious built in study offering a terrific option for work from home
* Internal laundry and additional bathroom
* Additional features; ducted air conditioning throughout, ceiling fans, electric
blinds and curtains, gas fireplace, built in joinery and linen press
* Direct lift access to double lock up garaging and golf cart parking spot on title
* Secure complex with landscaped gardens, 20m heated outdoor lap pool and
cabana. Also fully equipped gymnasium and pet friendly
* Direct access to Bayview Golf Course
* Strata levies approximately $2,511 per quarter
* Council rates approximately $366 per quarter

Leaving no boxes unticked, this distinguished executive apartment is a lifestyle
dream. Only a short stroll to Mona Vale Village with trendy cafes and boutiques,
close to public transport, beaches and Pittwater. Time to downsize, unwind and
enjoy!

Disclaimer:
All information contained herewith, including but not limited to the general
property description, price and the address, is provided to LJ Hooker Mona Vale
by third parties. We have obtained this information from sources we believe to
be reliable; however, we cannot guarantee its accuracy. The information
contained herewith should not be relied upon and you should make your own
enquiries and seek advice in respect of this property or any property on this
website.
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More About this Property

Property ID 2PSFF6K
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Property Type Unit
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Land Area 266 m²
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
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